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Abstract—Numerical approximation of blood flow has emerged
in the last 20 years as a tool to investigate physiopathology of the
circulation, moving from a proof-of-concept to a clinical stage.
By merging medical images with numerical models it is possible
to support the decision-making process of surgeons and doctors
in general. In particular, the iCardioCloud project aims at
establishing a framework to perform a complete patient-specific
hemodynamics analysis for aortic diseases such as dissections,
occlusions and aneurysms.

From a computer science standpoint, such a project faces
multiple challenges. First of all the dimension of the problem
in terms of number of equations to be solved for each patient
is in general huge and thus it requires massively parallel
methods. In addition, clinical timeline demands for efficiency,
since availability of results – at least in an emergency scenario
– should be granted in few hours from data retrieval. Therefore
it is mandatory to develop a good implementation on high-end
parallel systems, such as large clusters or even supercomputers.
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to obtain an efficient
implementation on such machines.

In this paper we discuss a parallel implementation obtained
with a black-box approach, that is set up by assembling ex-
isting packages and libraries and in particular LifeV, a finite
element library developed for Computational Fluid Dynamics.
The ultimate goal is to assess if the application can be solved
efficiently and which is the parallel paradigm that best matches
the computational requirements.

Keywords—Computational Hemodynamics, HPC, Finite Ele-
ments, Hybrid Parallelism

I. INTRODUCTION

Hemodynamics, that is the study of bloodflow using nu-

merical approximation, has become a very powerful tool of

analysis in both medical and engineering applications, mainly

to investigate physiological bloodflow behavior in pathological

situations. Surgeons and doctors may use such a tool to help

their decision-making processes [1].

Modeling of blood flow in 3D relies on a Navier-Stokes (NS)

partial differential equations system. In practice they cannot be

solved exactly, yet a quantitative analysis can be performed by

numerical approximations. Here we pursue a Finite Elements
(FE) approximation. This resorts to a piecewise polynomial

approximation of velocity and pressure in the region of interest

(in our case the geometrical model of a patient specific artery

retrieved from medical images). The subdivision - usually

called mesh - consists of a set of tetrahedra covering the artery

of interest with no intersections. Figure 1 illustrates the case

of an aorta with an aneurysm (the bulge in the middle). The

more tetrahedra are used, the more accurate is supposed to be

the solution; however higher computational costs are expected

as well.

iCardioCloud [2] is an Italian project supported by Fon-

dazione Cariplo, aimed at establishing a robust workflow to

perform computational hemodynamics with a special focus

on aortic diseases. This framework is composed of multiple

components which start from the medical data (including

images) and output a synthetic representation of the blood flow

(pressure, velocity, etc.) to be used by physicians for decision-

making. In very general terms, the overall workflow consists

of three steps:

1) pre-processing: construction of a FE mesh from biomed-

ical data and definition of the boundary conditions for

the NS equations (i.e., blood inflows and outflows);

2) processing: all the necessary steps to solve the NS

equations;

3) post-processing: analysis of the data and visualization.

In this paper we are mainly concerned with step 2. To fit

within timelines prospected by clinical routine, we resort to

parallel computing. In particular, in this paper we present a

parallel implementation obtained with a black-box approach,

that is set up by assembling existing packages and libraries;

the ultimate goal is to assess the efficiency of the solver

we use for the purpose of the project and the best parallel

paradigm to fit computational requirements. Furthermore, a

coarse level profiling of the overall application helps iden-

tifying, for instance, modules which might benefit from ad-

hoc solutions (software from-scratch redesign) and specific

processor level optimizations (advanced support for parallel

floating point operations).
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Step 2 of the list above in iCadioCloud mainly relies

on a FE library called LifeV [3]. This is a parallel library

implemented in C++ and in pure OpenMPI, that can be

used to approximate a variety of partial differential models.

LifeV has been developed jointly by the EPFL (Switzerland),

Politecnico di Milano (Italy) and Emory University (USA). A

core component of LifeV is Trilinos [4], which is used in the

library to perform parallel linear algebra operations. Indeed,

solving NS equations through FE leads to the solution of a

huge linear system, as it will become clear later. Indeed, the

main job of LifeV is to assemble this linear system.

Numerical solution of partial differential equations is com-

putationally challenging in many respects. At the bottom line,

to get reliable solutions, meshes of practical use need millions

of tetrahedra. For a problem like NS this easily means to solve

linear systems of the order 107 equations for each time step

of the simulation (to cover a heart beat, typically we need

from 103 to 104 steps). Moreover, to have a tool ready for

clinical practice, reasonable computational times should fit in

few hours.

Therefore it is mandatory to develop a good implementation

on high-end parallel systems, such as large clusters or even

supercomputers. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to

obtain an efficient implementation on these machines, and to

do so in an engineered, structured environment, not subject to

the scheduling policies of high-end HPC facilities.

As anticipated, other problems arise from the software

engineering prospective. In fact, the overall application is

set-up with a black box approach, reusing existing general-

purpose packages and libraries. In addition, it is worth noting

that LifeV is a research code implementing state-of-the-art

numerical methods and it is not optimized from a performance

perspective.

In this paper we do not delve into possible optimization

at each component, we rather aim at obtaining a coarse level

characterization of the overall application, that is a preliminary

step to further improvements. Yet, we try to characterize the

Figure 1. Tetrahedric FE mesh of an aneurysmatic aorta.

data usage of the modules from the view point of the best

parallel approaches. To do that, we only concentrate on LiveV

library and the analysis of its performances. In particular the

paper discusses an approach to solve the possible inefficiencies

of the implementation such as lack of scalability. Our proposal

is to substitute the pure MPI approach of the Life V library

with an hybrid shared memory and message passing approach.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes

the software architecture of the processing component of the

iCardioCloud project. This section aims at providing a basic

introduction to the finite element methods employed in LifeV.

Section III presents the case study of the aorta hemodynamics

in more details and provides some performance benchmarks

on two different parallel systems. The two systems are a small

local cluster and the CINECA FERMI [5] BlueGene/Q. Sec-

tion IV discusses the parallel hybrid approach used to mitigate

the implementation problems showcased by the performance

analysis, and its associated software engineering problems and

solutions.

II. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

FE are widely used numerical methods both in solid and

fluid mechanics. The common alternatives are the finite dif-

ference method and the finite volume method, but the FE

enjoy a stronger mathematical background. Indeed, the method

is based on a weak (integral) form of the partial differential

equations.

The literature dedicated to the FE is tremendously large

and it is not possible to provide an exhaustive bibliography.

Interested readers may refer, e.g., to [6] and references therein.

In general, the rationale of FE is to represent the approx-

imate solution as a piecewise polynomial function built over

the tetrahedra. In particular, in our FE these polynomials are

Lagrangian ones, which may be translated into a linear system

of equations. As a consequence, a FE solver has to assemble

such a linear system and then to call appropriate procedures

for its solution.

The input to this process is a pre-generated mesh, and the

output is the solution. Finally, the solution is post-processed

so it can be handled in more convenient ways, such as images,

videos, etc.

In what follows, we provide generic FE software archi-

tecture, considering its parallelization as implemented in the

LifeV library.

A. Processing

The processing phase of a LifeV FE application is composed

of multiple steps:

1) The first step is to subdivide the mesh into N parts,

where N is the number of computational units. This

operation is performed in parallel by the ParMETIS

library [7] via Trilinos. Figure 2 shows an example

of a mesh subdivision. Such an operation is critical

and non trivial since the load balancing of the overall

application is directly impacted by the quality of the

decomposition. ParMETIS aims at subdividing the mesh
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Figure 2. Mesh of 3 millions of tetrahedra for a post-operative aorta. The
mesh is concurrently subdivided in 8 parts (corresponding to different colors)
using ParMETIS.

into equal parts minimizing the length of their shared

boundaries, and thus minimizing the communication

overhead. To avoid replication and save memory the

mesh is distributed across multiple computational units,

but it can be accessed from each one of them in a global

and transparent way thanks to the Epetra component of

Trilinos.

2) Then, the application assembles the linear system which

inherently derives from the mesh, from the choice of the

polynomial functions, and from the partial differential

equations in question. Each computational unit loops

over the elements assigned by ParMETIS in the previous

step. Figure 3 showcases the assembly process in a very

intuitive way; for simplicity, in the figure we assume that

only one element of the mesh is assigned to each unit.

Inside the loop, the fundamental steps are the following:

a) Construction of an element-local sub-matrix. This

phase does not need any parallel communication,

as each sub-matrix is computed by only one com-

putational unit.

b) Mapping of the local matrix into the global matrix.

This step clearly requires significant communica-

tions and synchronizations as shown in Figure 3.

The amount of communication greatly depends on

the granularity of the decomposition. Again, Epetra

handles all of the underlying complexity.

c) Steps (a) and (b) are repeated for the right hand

side of the linear system; instead of local and

global matrices, we have local and global vectors.

Mesh Linear System Matrix

Elements Element local matrix

a

c d+a

b

b

c d+a b

c d

Figure 3. An abstract representation of the local and global assembly phase.
On the left a simple 2D mesh is subdivided across different computational
units, each corresponding to a color. Each unit first performs the local
assembly, e.g. it computes the values inside each local matrix. Secondly, the
units concurrently merge the local matrices inside the global matrix (on the
right). The figure also shows possible synchronizations points of the process
(e.g. d+ a summation).

3) The resulting linear system does not account for the

boundary conditions of the problem, which need to be

considered in this step. From a computational point-of-

view this amounts to the elimination of a small number

of rows and columns.

4) The most computational demanding component of the

application is the linear solver, which is embedded in the

Trilinos library. For this reason, LifeV treats the solver

as a black-box, and only sets and configures its input

appropriately. The solver internally uses OpenMPI to

distribute the computations across the entire system and

it uses a decomposition which is completely disjointed

from the one employed in step 1 and from the assembly

process detailed in step 2.

5) The final step is to export the data in a convenient format

for post-processing.

III. CASE STUDY: HEMODYNAMICS OF THE AORTA

The case study proposed in this section concerns the post-

operative hemodynamics of a real clinical case. As already

discussed above, we model the blood with the incompressible

NS equations. An in-depth explanation of the FE solution for

the NS equations is outside the scope of this paper. Interested

readers may refer to [8] for an introduction to the NS equations

from a physical standpoint or to [6] for an introduction to the

FE for the NS equations. A detailed description of the case

study from an engineering and a medical point of view is given

in [9].

The software architecture for the case study implementation

reflects the one provided in Section II. A more detailed

description of the NS implementation within the LifeV library

is provided in [10] and [11].

The mesh for the case study has been generated from

clinical data and Netgen [12] and is composed of 3 millions

of tetrahedra (see Figure 2).

We consider two testing environments. The first one is a

small local cluster, hosted at the University of Pavia. The
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Figure 4. Scalability of the case study assembly phase on the local cluster.
On the x-axis the overall number of cores concurring to the computation. On
the y-axis the execution times in seconds. Both axis use a logarithmic scale.
Different plots correspond to different distribution of the computation on the
nodes (e.g. the green line refers to a test scenario where the computation is
equally distributed on two nodes in the cluster)

second testing environment is the FERMI [5] supercomputer

(an IBM BlueGene/Q) at CINECA in Bologna, Italy. On

each environment we performed two different batches of tests,

which aim at assessing the performance and the scalability of

the processing step of LifeV. In both cases, the full suite of

tests has been executed multiple times.

A. Local cluster

The local cluster is composed of four AMD Opteron 6272

nodes running at 2.1 GHz with 252 GB of RAM. Each node

has four CPUs, each with 16 cores, for a total of 64 cores per

node. The grand total for the cluster is 256 cores and about 2

Tb of RAM. The nodes are interconnected through a simple

Gigabit Ethernet switch.

The following figures show the performance of both the

assembly and the solving step (see Section II-A). In what

follows, all data have to be considered as the average of 20

consecutive runs, where the first is discarded to avoid con-

sidering the initialization cost. Figure 4 shows the scalability

results for assembly phase of the case study on the local

cluster. From the figure, it is clear that the assembly phase

scales very nicely up to 64 cores. The results are the same

however we choose to distribute the computations across the

entire cluster, as shown by the differently colored lines in

the figure. Nice scalability results, in fact, hold even when

using the four computational units at the same time. However,

the scalability begin to quickly degrade as the number of

cores increases, to a point where the execution times begin to

increase. This behavior is clearly due to the communication

bandwidth, which is a bottleneck for the linear system solver.

A simple Gigabit Ethernet is probably not enough to keep up

with the high volume of communication required by the case

study and similar applications.

Figure 5 shows the scalability results for the solving phase
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Figure 5. Scalability of the case study solving phase on the local cluster. On
the x-axis the overall number of cores concurring to the computation. On the
y-axis the execution times in seconds. Both axis use a logarithmic scale.

of the case study on the local cluster. From the figure, it is

clear that the assembly phase does not scale very well on the

local cluster; again the cause of the lack of scalability for

high number of cores is clearly the communication overhead.

It is important to note that the solver performance is better

when the computation is distributed among different nodes.

The reason for this behavior is probably due to the difference

in the memory access bandwidth.

B. FERMI supercomputer

The local cluster is a necessary tool for evaluating the

development of the iCardioCloud project. However, the sheer

size of hemodynamics problems and the time requirement of

clinical applications imply the use of high-end machines. For

this reason, we repeated the same experiments in the previous

section on the FERMI supercomputer. We would like to note

that, as the amount of memory available to each node in the

Fermi architecture is smaller than the size of the testing mesh,

we had to partition the mesh using an offline application.

Note that this process does not impact the performance in a

significant way, as offline partitioning is done once; moreover,

the testing results in the previous section did not account for

the initial online partitioning phase.

This time, we provide only one figure which shows both

the assembly and solving phase. All data are the average of

10 executions, expressed in seconds. Again, the first execution

is discarded to avoid considering the initialization time.

Figure 6 shows that the application overall scales very nicely

up to 1024 cores on FERMI. However, the only part that

benefits from a higher number of cores is the solver, while the

assembly quickly becomes the bottleneck of the application,

and completely dominates the execution times for the case of

4096 cores. Table I reports the numerical values for the same

data.

Comparing the results with the ones from Section III-A,

we can make some remarks. First of all, the solver scales
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Figure 6. Scalability of the case study on the FERMI supercomputer. The
data refer to both the assembly and solving steps. On the x-axis the number
of cores concurring to the computation. On the y-axis the execution times in
seconds. Both axis use a logarithmic scale.

Assembler Solver Total

128 197.14 s 186.90 s 384.04 s
256 101.30 s 102.73 s 204.03 s
512 51.72 s 58.37 s 110.09 s
1024 27.32 s 35.26 s 62.58 s
2048 73.05 s 19.80 s 92.85 s
4096 292.93 s 21.93 s 314.86 s

Table I
PER-COMPONENT EXECUTION TIMES OF THE CASE STUDY ON FERMI.

THE ELEMENTS IN RED SHOWCASE THE COMPUTATIONAL EXPLOSION OF

THE ASSEMBLY PHASE WITH A HIGH NUMBER OF PROCESSES.

reasonably well on Fermi, up to 2048 cores; Fermi nodes are

clearly better suited for high volumes of communication with

respect to the local cluster. Another important observation is

that the overall execution time on Fermi seems to be quite

higher than the one on the local cluster in some scenarios;

the reason is probably due to the fact the individual cores on

the Fermi architecture are quite less powerful than the cores

on the local cluster. Nevertheless, absolute times do not really

matter because here we are evaluating performance trends, and

because the local cluster is inherently limited by its number

of nodes and cores and thus its performance cannot increase

past a certain point.

The most important remark, however, is, as we said before,

that as the number of cores increases, the amount of the inter-

process communication and synchronization during the global

assembly quickly explodes on Fermi. Intuitively, the perimeter
of the sub-domains in Figure 2 becomes longer and longer,

while the inner volume becomes smaller. This behavior was

not identified during the performance test on the local cluster,

as it obviously present itself only with high number of cores.

A possible solution to this problem, already envisioned in

LifeV (but not yet implemented in our application), is to

use a domain decomposition approach with ghost cells to

manage borders. The idea is to reduce the amount of inter-

communication replicating a portion of the data, that is the

ghost cells, across multiple computational units.

However, we believe that another solution is possible (Sec-

tion IV) which can probably improve the overall performance

of the application beyond the level of the ghost cells approach.

IV. PERSPECTIVES

The performance tests in the previous section clearly show

the lack of scalability in the assembly phase of the LifeV

implementation. To mitigate the problem, we propose to

introduce hybrid parallelism in LifeV. This amounts to rewrite

some portion of the code to exploit shared memory paradigms

such as OpenMP, which would require to modify the core of

the library.

At the moment, LifeV processes communicate using a

distributed memory paradigm which means that: 1) the com-

munication overhead is quite high and 2) the processes cannot

share data without explicit communication. On the contrary, a

shared memory approach has a lower overhead and supports

implicit memory sharing. The disadvantage of the latter ap-

proach is that it is required to carefully protect all common

resources using some form of synchronization (e.g. locks,

critical section, etc.).

In the past few years, research has been focused on the

combination of the two paradigms to take advantage of both.

On a many-core machine such as FERMI, hybrid solutions are

almost mandatory to achieve the best possible performance.

Introducing hybrid parallelism into LifeV will also be

beneficial for the local cluster since it would reduce the stress

on the interconnecting network. Moreover, note that the hybrid

solution is not mutually exclusive with the ghost cell approach

(Section III-B) so that the two can be combined to improve

performance even more.

From the software engineering point-of-view, this modifica-

tion will not be easy, as the iCardioCloud project has treated

both LifeV and Trilinos as black-boxes up to this moment.

Moreover, we will have to deal with code re-usage, multiple

branches of the source code, and so on.

Luckily, we do not need to modify Trilinos, since it has

some support to hybrid approaches. In fact, Trilinos includes

the Tpetra module, which allows to exploit hybrid strategies

to manage the mesh in a concurrent way. The alternative is

Epetra, currently used by LifeV, which is only MPI-based. The

petra modules are essential because they are the interface to

all the other modules of Trilinos, in particular to the linear

solvers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the usage of a finite element

software in a parallel context applied to a real life problem,

that is the hemodynamics of a pathological aorta. In particular

we have discussed how FE are translated into the LifeV library,

which is based on a pure MPI approach. The overview of the

software architecture of LifeV has underlined possible critical

performance points of the application.

To validate our assumptions, we have analyzed the perfor-

mance of the case study on two different systems: a small
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cluster and a supercomputer. The analysis showed possible

limitations of the pure MPI approach, such as lack of scala-

bility and overhead of the communication bandwidth. In the

final section we have discussed a possible solution to some of

these problems, that is the introduction of hybrid parallelism.

The final research goal is to introduce extreme parallel

optimization in the iCardioCloud project, using a modified

version of LifeV. At the moment, the implementation is work

in progress.
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